Orbis Pictus Honor Award Winners

2018 Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food Remix – Martin

Dazzle Ships: World War I and the Art of Confusion – Barton

2017 Animals by the numbers: A book of animal infographics – Jenkins 590.72 J41an

The first step: How one girl put segregation on trial – Goodman 344.744 G622f

Giant squid – Fleming 594.58 F6286gi

I dissent: Ruth Bader Ginsburg Makes her Mark – Levy GINSBURG B G435L

Olinguito, de la A a la Z: Descubriendo el busque nublado/Olinguito, from A to Z: Unveiling the Cloud Forest – Delacre 599.763 D371o

2016 Funny bones: Posada and his Day of the Dead calaveras – Tonatiuh 769.92 T61f

Growing up Pedro – Tavares MARTINEZ B M365T

Swan: The life and dance of Anna Pavlova Snyder B P289s

Terrible Typhoid Mary: A true story of the deadliest cook in America – Bartoletti B T98B

2015 A home for Mr. Emerson – Kerley B Em33K

Mr. Ferris and his wheel – Davis 791.068 D 293m

The right word: Roget and his thesaurus – B R634B

Separate is never equal: Sylvia Mendez & her family's fight for desegregation – Tonatiuh 379.26 T61s

Star stuff: Carl Sagan and the mysteries of the cosmos – Sisson 520.92 Si81s

2014 Locomotive – Floca 385 F651

Brave girl: Clara and the Shirtwaist Makers' Strike of 1909 – Markel 331.892 M341b

Parrots over Puerto Rico – Roth 597.7109 R742p

Courage has no color: the true story of the Triple Nickles: America's first Black paratroopers – Stone 940.54 St
2013 Citizen scientists: be a part of scientific discovery from your own backyard -- Burns 590.72 B937c

Electric Ben: the amazing life and times of Benjamin Franklin -- Byrd B F854B

The might Mars rovers: the incredible adventures of Spirit and Opportunity -- Rusch 523.43 R895m

Those rebels, John & Tom -- Kerley 973.4 K457t

We've got a job: The 1963 Birmingham Children's March -- Levinson 323.11 L578w

2012 Amelia lost: the life and disappearance of Amelia Earhart -- Fleming B Ea72F

Father Abraham: Lincoln and his sons -- Holzer B L63Hos

Pablo Neruda: Poet of the people -- Brown B N358H

Terezin: Voices from the Holocaust -- Thomson 940.53 T386t

The mangrove tree: planting trees to feed families -- Roth 577.69 R742m

2011 Birmingham Sunday -- Brimner 323.1196 B77b

Candy bomber: the story of the Berlin Airlift's "Chocolate Pilot" -- Tunnel B C162T

If stones could speak: unlocking the secrets of Stonehenge -- Aronson 936.2 Ar67i

Journey into the deep: discovering new ocean creatures -- Johnson 591.77 J63i

Mammoths and Mastodons: titans of the Ice Age -- Bardoe 569 B236m

2010 Almost astronauts: 13 women who dared to dream -- Stone 629.45 St72a

Darwin: with glimpses into his private journal and letters -- McGinty B D259Ma

The frog scientist -- Turner 597.8 T856f

How many baby pandas? -- 599.789 M341h

Noah Webster: weaver of words -- Shea B W395S

2009 George Washington Carver -- Bolden B C256Bo

The Lincolns: a scrapbook look at Abraham and Mary -- Fleming B L637Fl
Washington at Valley Forge -- Freedman 973.3 F875w

We are the ship: the story of Negro League baseball -- Nelson 796.357 N333w

When the wolves returned: restoring nature's balance in yellowstone -- Patent 599.773 P272w

2008 Black and white airman: their true history -- Fleischman 940.54 F628b

Spiders -- Bishop 595.4 B542s

Helen Keller: her life in pictures -- Sullivan B K282Su

Muckrakers -- Bausum 070.4 B329m

Venom -- Singer 591.47 Si64v

2007 Gregor Mendel: the friar who grew peas -- Bardoe B M522B

Freedom walkers: the story of the Montgomery bus boycott -- Freedman 323.1 F875f

John Muir: America's first environmentalist -- Lasky B M896L

Something out of nothing: Marie Curie and radium -- McClafferty B C925Mc

Team Moon: how 400,000 people landed Apollo 11 on the moon -- Thimmesh 629.45 T348t

2006 ER Vets: Life in an animal emergency room -- Jackson 636.089 J133e

Forbidden schoolhouse: the true and dramatic story of Prudence Crandall and her students -- Jurmain B C85J

Genius: a photobiography of Albert Einstein -- Delano B Ei68D

Hitler youth: growing up in Hitler's shadow -- Bartoletti 943.086 B285h

Mosquito bite -- Siy 595.77 Sy99m

2005 Actual size -- Jenkins 591.4 J418a

The race to save the Lord God Bird -- Hoose 598.7 H769r

Secrets of the Sphinx -- Giblin 932 G355s
Seurat and La Grande Jatte: connecting the dots -- Burleigh 759.4 B924s

The voice that challenged a nation: Marian Anderson and the struggle for equal rights -- Freedman B An24f

2004 Empire State Building -- Mann 974.7 M315e

In defense of liberty: the story of America's Bill of Rights -- Freedman 342.73 F875i

Leonardo: beautiful dreamer -- Byrd B D289B

The man who made time travel -- Lasky 609 L335m

Shutting out the sky: life in the tenements of New York, 1880-1924 -- Hopkinson 323 H777s

2003 Emperor's silent army: terracotta warriors of Ancient China -- O'Connor 931 Oc5e

Phineas Gage: a gruesome but true story about brain science -- Fleischman B G121f

Tenement: Immigrant life on the Lower East Side -- Bial 323 B38ti

To fly: the story of the Wright Brothers -- Old B W93O

2002 The cod's tale -- Kurlansky 639.2 K965c

The dinosaurs of Waterhouse Hawkins: an illuminating history of Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins, artist and lecturer -- Kerley B H314K

Martin's big words: the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. -- Rappaport B K585Ra

2001 The amazing life of Benjamin Franklin -- Giblin B F854G

America's champion swimmer: Gertrude Ederle -- Adler B Ed28A

Michelangelo -- Stanley B M583S

2000 Clara Schumann: piano virtuoso -- Reich B Sch86R

The snake scientist -- Montgomery 597.9 M767s

1999 Black whiteness: Admiral Byrd alone in the Antarctic -- Burleigh 919.8 B924b

Hottest, coldest, highest, deepest -- Jenkins 910 J418h
No pretty pictures: a child of war -- Lobel B L783n


Charles A. Lindbergh: a human hero -- Giblin B L641G

Kennedy assassinated! The world mourns: a reporter's story -- Hampton 364.1 H189k

Digger: the tragic fate of the California Indians form the missions to the gold rush -- Stanley 970.004 St25d

1997 The life and death of Crazy Horse -- Freedman B C859f

One world, many religions: the ways we worship -- Osborne 290 Os220

1996 Dolphin man: exploring the world of dolphins -- Pringe 599.53 P936d

Rosie the Riveter: women working on the home front in World War II 331.4 C71r

1995 Christmas in the Big House, Christmas in the Quarters -- McKissack 975 M217c

Kids at work: Lewis Hine and the crusade against child labor -- Freedman B H5228F

Wildlife rescue: the work of Dr. Kathleen Ramsay -- Dewey 639.9 D515w

1994 Making sense: animal perception and communication -- Brooks 591.1 B791m

1993 A twilight struggle: the life of John Fitzgerald Kennedy -- B K383H

The amazing potato: a story in which the Incas, Conquistadors, Marie Antoinette, Thomas Jefferson, wars, famine, immigrants, and french fries all play a part -- Meltzer 635 M496a

An Indian winter -- Freedman 917.8 F876i

Antarctica: the lost unspoiled continent -- Pringle 919.89 P36a

Bard of Avon: the story of William Shakespeare -- Stanley B Sh15S

The great St. Lawrence Seaway -- Gibbons 386.509 G352g

Hopscotch around the world -- Lankford 796.2 L276h
The long road to Gettysburg -- Murphy 973.7 M954f

1992 Now is your time! The African American struggle for freedom -- Myers 973 M992n

Prairie vision: the life and times of Solomon Butcher -- Conrad B B971C

1991 Christopher Columbus: voyager to the unknown -- Levinson B C723L

The clover and the bee -- Dowden 582 D753C

Columbus and the world around him -- Meltzer B C723M

Giraffes, the sentinels of the Savannas -- Santoro 599.732 Sa84g

Good Queen Bess -- Stanley B E48S

The magic school bus lost in the solar system -- Cole 523.2 C675m

The riddle of the Rosetta Stone -- Giblin 493 G356r

Totem pole -- Hoyt-Goldsmith 970.1 H856t

1990 The great American Gold Rush -- Blumberg 979.4 B626g